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Abstract
Arkhipov A.A. Single-Time Reduction of Bethe-Salpeter Formalism
for Two-Fermion System: Preprint IHEP 88-147. -Serpukhov, 1988.
-p. 44, refs. :32.

The single-time reduction method proposed in refs. /10
f
H/-

for the system of two scalar particles is generalized for the
case of two-fermion system. A self-consistent procedure of sin-
gle-time reduction has been constructed both in terms of the
Bethe-Salpeter wave function and in terms of the Green's functi-
on of two-fermion system. Three-dimensional dynamic equations
have been obtained for single-time wave functions and two-time
Green's functions of a two-fermion system and the Schrttdinger
structure of the equations obtained is shown to be a consequence
of the causality structure of the local QFT.

Аннотация
Архипов А.А. Одновременная редукция формализма Бете-Солпитера
для двухфермионной системы: Препринт ИФВЭ 88-147. -Серпухов,
1988. -44 с., библиогр. :32„

Метод одновременной редукции, предложенный в работах /10,11/
для системы двух скалярных частиц, обобщается на систему двух
фермионов. Построена самосогласованная процедура одновременной
редукции как в терминах волновых функций Бете-Солпитера, так и в
терминах функций Грина двухфермионной системы. Получены трех-
мерные динамические уравнения для одновременных волновых функций
и двухвременных функций Грина системы двух фермионов и показано,
что шредингеровская структура полученных уравнений является
следствием причинной структуры локальной квантовой теории поля.

Институт физики высоких энергий, 1988.



INTRODUCTION

At present in the framework of the local quantum field theory

'«here exists a fundamental gauge model of strong interactions,

formulated in terms of the well-known QCD Lagrangian (see,e.g.,

review /1/ and the references therein). The property of the

asymptotic freedom discovered in this model /2,3/ allows one to

make calculations for the region of small distances in the

framework of perturbative theory, using the running coupling

constant as a small parameter, and to compare these results with

experimentally measurable quantities at large momentum transfers

and large transverse momenta. Here one managed to describe a

sufficiently large number of experimental data /4/. However QCD

faced with considerable difficulties in describing the

spectroscopy of hadron states predicted by the theory itself as

bound states of quark and gluon fields. On the one hand the

experimental observation of the J/f and Y mesons consisting of

cS and ЬБ quarks confirmed our notions about quarks as basic

structures of initial fundamental gauge theory, on the other

hand it imposed an important problem of describing systems in

the framework of QCD. It still awaits its solution.

At the same time the spectroscopy of the J/V and Y particle

families are nicely reproduced in the framework of the potential

models with phenomenologlcal potentials /5,6/. Sometimes the



syatera of heavy quarkonium QQ, where the Oft interaction Is given
as a Coulomb-like potential added with a term linearly growing
with distance, is declared to be a " hydrogen atom" for strongly
interacting systems.

The success of the potential models in describing the
spectroscopy of quarkoniurn systems may be thought to be not
accidental and in order to understand why it is so, one should,
first of all, clarify what the status of the potential models in
the QCD framework is. The solution of this problem would allow
one to establish the connection between the fundamental theory
and experiment right at the point where at present we have
confrontation. Note that the indicated point of the
confrontation between theory and experiment is an essentially
nonperturbative region.

In a more general case this problem nay be formulated as a
problem of calculating the interaction potential between quarks
proceeding from the first principles. In the case the problem be
solved one would manage to predict all the properties of quark
systems proceeding from the fundamental QCD Lagrangian. Here
great hopes are set on the calculations based on the lattice
methods and large efforts are undertaken in this direction
/7-9/.

In the present paper we are going to show that there exists a
simpler and more consistent way to solve this problem, which is
based on the single-time reduction procedure in QFT. The method
earlier developed by us for the system of two scalar particles
/10,ii/ admits a natural generalization and extension onto a
two~fermion system, this is what we are intending to do in the
given paper. We will show that such generalization can be
realized in a self-consistent way both in terms of the
Bethe-Salpeter wave functions and in terms of the Grenn's
functions of the two-fermion system. Three-dimensional equations
of the Scrodinger type will be obtained and a construction which
allows one to calculate the effective potential for two-fermion



interaction in terms of the QFT basic functions, will be

derived.

1. THE BETHE-SALPETER WAVE FUNCTION AND Т Ш GRBffl's PUNCTION FOR

TW-FBRMION SYSTEM

As an initial object of our consideration we shall treat the

Bethe-Salpeter wave function of a two-fermion system for

scattering states, which will be determined with the matrix

element /12/

| (1)

where Wi(Xj) and ^(Xj) are Heisenberg field operators of spinor

particles 1 and 2, |Ф; in> is a normalized state vector

corresponding to the asymptotic configuration of two free

particles at t -»-•», in the in-basis. We shall present the

vector |$;in> in the form

(2)

U;in> - 2 [ [ ф , Р , л р 2 1 п 1 1 ^ 2 я 8 8 1

in in

where aj 2 are the creation operators of fermions 1 and 2

б ) is the wave function of the initial state (wave

packet), antisymmetric in its variables and satisfying the

normalization condition

Г " '•
 (3>

The invariant measure in the momentum space (an element of

single particle phase space) is designated as usually through

d)j(p)

(2У p^mJ



The tilde used throughout the paper implies that the given

momentum lies on the mass shell p?*m?.
Similar to the scalar case /11/ it is convenient to consider

the structure of wave function (1) in the framework of the
Bogolubov's axiomatic formulation of quantum field theory. For
this purpose let us use the following formula /13/

and rewrite expression (1) in an equivalent form

Ф(х
1
х

2
) « <O Т(ф

1
(х

(
)ф

2
(х

2
)8) U;out>, W

where (|»i(xt) and ф2<хг) are asymptotic out-fields of spinor
particles and we took into account, that

S <t>;out>.

Substituting expression (2) into formula (4) and using the

commutation relations of Pock representation in the Bogolubov's
form we obtain

where

I2

(6)

For the definition of the function u(^|p6) and their

properties refer to Appendix. In the R.H.S. of equality (5) we
imply summation over spinor indices, which are not written out
here explicitly. After functional differentiation in formula (5)
and using a generalized Wick theorem /14/, we find

(0\ (0) (0)

* Ь х
2
) + (G

v
 '* R * <b

K f
)(x

t
x

a
) ш



Ц х
2
) * <G

<0)
* В

( 4 )
*Ф

(
°

)
)(х

1
х

2
), (7)

where G<°>*S?S2, sf are single particle causality Green's

functions of spinor particles, the structure of the function R

is as follows

c~ (2)

<vV
R (

w *

• R^'^Xjjy^sJ <x
r
y

4
) * R ^ t t ^ j y ^ , ) , (8)

where Rj (i-i,£) are the vacuum expectations (VEV) of the
second-order radiation operators

R^Cxjy) - \<0 O>. (9)

is the VEV of the fourth-order radiation operator!

S+|o>. (10)R(4>(x x ;y у > » 1 <O ii S
+
|

i ^^Щ^Щ^Щ^У
 !

The operation * in formula (7) denotes the convolution of the

functions in the configuration space. Besides, in the R.H.S. of

equality (7) in the term containing convolutions, sunation over

spinor indices is implied. When going over to the second

equation in relation (7) we used the stability of

single-particle states

S
C

{
 *

 К
.<*>* Ф

( 0 )
. О. (И)

«When working with spinor variables we agree for conveniency,
that the derivatives S/Щ are always considered to be right
handed and the derivatives over the conjugated field ft/&fi art
left handed. Inthis case the derivatives &/ОД cowitt with the
derivatives &/&$<, and the derivatives S/&ti antiсоймte with
ft/W in the same way as the derivatives Д/ОД with &/&t



The two-particle Grenn's function, determined with the

equality

< 0

г<O
•

O>

O> (12)

can be presented after partial transformation of the

chronological product, as

S

* sJ(
Z l
-y

t
>S

2
(2

2
-y

8
). (13)

Using expression (13) for the Green's function one can easily
9?e that linear relation (5) connecting the Bethe-Salpeter wave
function with the initial wave function of two spinor particles

may be rewritten in the form

Ф(х,х
2
) « K G * sj S

2
 ) * Ф

ч
 ' Н х ^ ) . (14)

Completely transforming the chronological product in the

two-particle Green's function with the generalized Wick theorei,
we obtain

G . G
( 0 )

- G
( 0 )

* R * G
(
° \ (15)

where the structure of the function R is given by equation (8)

and G°=S?S2 free Green's function of two spinor particles. Vith
an account of the stability of ?ingle-particle states (11) one

can present linear relation (14) in the form

" (01

) *Ф^ ' H X ^ ) , (16)

where



ё - в -

(17)

As can easily be seen relation (16) is equivalent to the second

equality in relation (7), which we shall rewrite in an expanded

form indicating all the spinor indices

d I S < \

в

Situation is implied over the repeated indices in relation (18).

The function R<
4
> in the R.H.S. of relation (18) is directly

connected with the elastic scattering amplitude of two spinor

particles. Indeed, using the Bogolubov's reduction formulae we

shall obtain the following expression for the matrix element of

S-matrix, corresponding to the elastic scattering process of two

spinor particles

<^;out S-i U;out> « i [TdXjdx^

MI Mi

where

Ф

Relation (18) which will also be called an evolution
relation, determines the structure of the Bethe-Salpeter war*
function for the system of two spinor particles and is very



important. In particular, one can easily pass over from relation

(18) to a dynamical Bethe-Sal peter equation if the interaction

kernel for two spinor particles is determined with the help of

an equation

R
( 4 )

= К • К * G
< 0 >

* R
( 4 >

. (19)

Then one can easily understand that the Bethe-Salpeter wave

function given by equality (18) is the solution of the equation

<XXjX
2
) . Ф^ '(XjX

2
) + (Q

K
 '* К * Ф)(х,х

2
). (20)

The importance of relation (18) is also determined by the

fact, that it allows to explicitly take into account causality

properties of the local quantum field theory when carrying out

single time reduction. In what follows we shall deal with this

fact in more detail, however in conclusion to this Section we

shall present a formulae which is of interest from the practical

point of view, when one of the spinor particles is an

antifermion.

Let the Bethe-Salpeter wave function for the fermion-antifermion

system be determined with the help of the matrix element

<0 T

<0 *;out>,

where |tf> is the vector of the fermion-antifermion system state,

which may be presented in the form

*;out>. Б [ f 1 J e 1 i n 1 t 1 V i i t f
^2

 0 U t 0 U t

(22)

where af is the creation operator of fermion "i",b| is the

creation operator of antifermion "2", moreover we consider this

case when antifermion "2° is in general not an antiparticle

8



respect to fermion "l" Function v
l n
 is an antisymmetric function

or its variables and satisfies the вам normalization condition

(3) as the function <*i
n
. Acting in the вам wty a* in the

previous case, we find the linear relation of Bethe-Salpeter

wave function (21) with the initial wave function of

two-particle fermion-antifermlcn system*

<(x
1
x

1
)--Jjdy

!
dy

i
<0 (23)

where

<
( 0 )

(y
f
y

f
>- 2

i f

(24)

The definition of the functions u and v and their properties

are given in Appendix.

Having carried out the functional differentiation in the

R.H.S. of relation (23) and using the generalized lick theorem

we shall obtain

«XjX,)-** '(х,х
а
) • [(SjSj

1
) * R * i T 'l(x

f
x

e
) -

- V^^XjX,) • I(sjsf) * R
( 4 )

# *
W
U x

t
x

t
) . (28)

Let us present the last equality in relation (26) which follows

from the stability of the single-particle states in an expanded

form

«The appearance of the sign "-" in the R.H.S. of eqution (23)
as compared with similar relation (Б) is connected with our
agreement to consider the derivatives S/ftf l«ft handed and the
derivatives &/&ф right-handed ( see footnote on page Б).

S



СТ

The functions R and 8
1
'

4
* in relation (25) are connected with the

functions R and R ^ introduced above (see formulae

through the equality

(4)
R

or in the momentum space

(28)

cT с
Matrix S'a in relation (26) is the matrix transposed to S2

over all the variables, both discrete and continuous

Determining the interaction kernel К for fermion and

antifsnnion with the help of the relation

R̂  = К + К» (SjSg ) * R , (23)

we arrive at a dynamica- equation for the Bethe-Salpeter wave
function of the ferraion-antifermion system

(О) с cT "
•Kix.x.) «tf (x.x.) * (S.S, # R * -ifXx.X-). (30)

Similar to Ълэ previous case one can easily show that the

function Jb'
4
> is directly connected with the elastic

fermion-antifermion scattering amplitude. It is worth paying

attention to relations (27) which show that the function R

provide a uniform description of both fermion-fermion and

fermion-antiferimon systems.

10



2. SIHeLB-TINE REDUCTION OF THE BBTHB-SALPBTER 1AW РШЮТКЖ

Two-fermion system. Let us determine the single-time wave

function for a two-fermion system by projecting the

Bethe-Salpeter wave function (1) onto some space-like

hypersurface

(31)

where Sj are negative frequency parts of the permutation

functions for the spinor fields, ф$, d$g.*¥jj d6>,(1*1.2) d6j»
is an lement of a flat space-like hypersurface given by the
equation ng*r, nM(n2-i) is a unity time-like normal vector to
the given flat hypersurface. One can easily get convinced that

Ф
(O)

where Ф
( 0
^ is determined above by equality <6).

The momentum representation for single-time wave function

(31) can conveniently be introduced with the help of the

integral transformation

ф(пт , ) •

л

,)d6
ф(пт|х x j

A
2 '

(32)

where integration in the R.H.S. of equality <3Z) is carried out

over some arbitrary space-like hypersurfaces, besides one can

easily check that the result of such integration does not depend

on the choice of these surfaces. Since in what follows we shall

often find surface integrals let us agree that we shall point

out explicitly the hypersurfaces over which we perform

integration only in the case when the result depends on the

choice of the indicated surfaces. In the R.H.S. of equality (32)

we also imply the convolution over the spinor indices. The

11



formula of an inverse transfonution to the configuration space

has the following fora

Let us also make a Fourier transformation of the single-time
wave function over the variable f

#|p
J
«

|
p

J t
6

t
). (84)

In particular we find

^-вр^Ф^Ср,*^,^) . (Ж)

The single-time reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter function for a

tvo-fermion system we carry out following the technique proposed

by us earlier for the system of scalar particles /it/.

Substituting into the R.H.S. of equality (91) the expression for

the Bethe-Salpeter wave function from evolution relation (18) те

obtain

" | ~(O) I ff

ф(пт х,ха)-ф1 '<nt x1x2)+IJdy1dy|e<t-ny|)e(f-nyf) *

1 ff (-) (-)
 A A

 "(0) I

In deriving relation (36) we took into account the fact that

(0) i ft l~\ l-\ A A

(57)

12



and used the equality

j JsJ
 ;
(x

1
+nt-C)d6 SJ '(C-y)-e(t-ny)Sj '(x*nt-y). (38)

nf-T •

In relation (36) we shall go over to a momentum

representation through integral transformation (32) and carry

out Fourier tranformation over the variable r. As a result we

obtain

^ J
(0) l~ "

Г (nM kjXjk^), (39)

where the function R is a Fourier image of VEV of the

fourth-order radiation operator

jX,* ip
2
x

8
- ikjy,- ik

a
y

8
).

In deriving relation (39) we took into account the

translation invariance of the function R
( 4 )

. This property

allows one to make simplifications in the R.H.S. of relation

(39). Indeed, using the fact that owing to the translation

invariance the function R contains a four-dimensional & function

R(p
1
,p

2
;k

8
,k

I
) - (2n)V(P-K)R(p;kJK),

we can present the integral in the R.H.S. of relation (39) in
the form

13



-e r d 4 t fd«£

- (2n)3nod
3<?-iE-(nP-nK)n>(2H)"7fdtfI(V2+«-i€) *

x (A/2-tf-i€)]"1R(p-4n;k[K), (40)
mm

p . p1+ p2, к - v k8,

P • | < P t " PJS>! * - | ^ i " J«8)» A • nP-nK.

After substituting equality (40) into the R.H.S. of relation
(39), we obtain

4 ft -ж. S Я »• *• *

* ^ Г Т ? х \ J J d > A i ( k i ) d ^ ( k « > ( 2 n > V (

R(p-otn;k (41)

where ДхпР-М and we also took into account the fact that the

function ф
( 0 )

 (nM|k,x
{
k

2
Xi) contains the ft function i(nK-M),

which allowed us to take Д out of the Integrand. The pretence of
this $ function gives us a possibility to rewrite relation (41)
in an equivalent, more symmetric fora

I ~ ~ (0)

р^р^р-ф

14



I ft» IV fW A* ( 0 ) I ** < W

Pj6iP*V V A X I ^ (nMJkjXĵ Xj), (42)
where

^
 <43)

P
M
- P-An, 1^- K-A'n,

Д • nP-M, L' ш nK-M.

The R.H.S. of equality (43) determines the continuation of

the function T off energy shell both over the particles in the

final and initial states. Such continuation is determined, on

the one hand, by the requirement for the conservation of the

symmetry of the function R(p;k|K), and on the other hand we

shall see below it is unambiguously connected with a two-time

Green's function for the system of two spinor particles.

Mow one can easily go over from relation (42) to a dynamic

equation for the single-time wave function of the two-fermion

system. For this purpose let us introduce a function V, using

the relation

T<nM Pjfijp/,; k ^ x ^ x , ) - V(nM



* У(пм|р 1 б 1 р 2 б > ; УЛ6'Л?№

_ _ _
(44)

Then we can easily see that single-time wave function (42) is

the solution of the dynamic equation

РЛ>
 +
 *

In the discrete spectrum, when Мод+ш* (a* and it are fermlon

masses) the inhomogeneous term in equation (45) vanishes and 9t

come to a homogeneous equation for the single-time wave function

of a bound state of two fermions

(46)

It is also obvious that the equation of the form

ДО-М)ф(ли|р 6 p б,)- Б (Td^dc^dji (ic
f
) «

(47)

is satisfied by the single-time wave function of the two-fermion

system of continuous and discrete spectra.

It may be shown that the function T introduced through

equality (43), coincides on energy shell with the physical

16



amplitude of two fermion elastic scattering. Really using the
Bogolubov's reduction technique we obtain

<p161pI6t|S-i|ic1x1ictx1> - 1*(£«)'V(P-K) *

* uJ(p16t)ut(pf6I)R(p;k|K)uJ(icIX1)ue(ictXt). (48)

On the other hand from equality (43) we find

i з + +
- — ~ n * (P-K) *

(2Ю
ПР-М-ПК

* u
I
tf,*,)u

i
(p

8
e

t
)R(p;k|K)u

1
(ic

I
X

1
)u

t
(^

1
X

1
). (49)

Prom equations (48) and (49) it follows that

- 2к?&:пР-пК)Т(п,пк|р
1
«

1
р,6

|
; k ^ x ^ x , ) , (60)

which proves the statement made above.The connection of the

function T with the physical amplitude of the elastic scattering

of two spinor particles together with representation (4Z) allows

us to find a physical, in its essence, quantum mechanical

interpretation of the single-time wave function for the

two-fermion system introduced by us.

Fermion-antifermion system. The single-time reduction of the

Bethe-Salpeter wave function for the fermion-antifermion system

follows, the scheme used above for the single-time reduction of

the two-fermlon system. Therefore we shall omit its detailed

description and present here only basic relations. Let us

determine the single-time wave function of the

17



ferjBion-antiferaion system through the equality!
ы i (( (-) л л (+)

• Cnrjx x , ) - ^ S (х^пг-^Мб X ^ i ^ d e S (Cg-nt-xp, (Б1)
i ** м »a

where si is a positive-frequency part of the permutation

function for the spinor field. One should bare in Bind that the

ordering of the functions in the R.H.S. of equality (51) (as

well as in all the other surface integrals in this paper) is

significant since the differentials d&£. contain the ̂ -matrix.
One can easily get convinced that the substitution of the free
Bethe-Salpeter wave function *< 0 ) from relation (24) into the
R.H.S. of equality (51) yields

(O) (0)

ф ( п Я х ^ ) - * (x^nx, x
2
+nt).

The transition to the momentum representation for the

single-time wave function in (51) is realized through the

integral transformation

ф(пт (52)

where integration is carried out over some space-like surfaces,

besides similar to the previous case one can again get convinced

that the results of such integration are independent of the

choice of these surfaces. The formula for the inverse transition

into configuration space has the form

x
(
x

2
)= 2 JJdM

I
(p

1
)dp

2
(p

2
)u(x

1
|p

1
6

1
)t|»(nt|p

1
6

1
J

2
6

t
) *

* v<xjp
2
6

2
). (53)

«We use here the same letter ф to denote the single-tiie wave
function for the fermion-antiferuion system, assuming that no
misunderstanding would occur.

18



Let us also introduce the Fourier transforms of single-time
wave function (52) over the variable r

ф(пМ e x P < i M t >

In particular, we have
Я» Л1 II) N

р
1
-пр

а
)У

1 п
(р

1
б

1
р

а
б

1
). (64)

Having substituted the Bethe-Sal peter wave function * froi

evolution relation (26) into the R.H.S. of equality (SI) we
arrive at

(0)

(4)

T J J J t f c , , f S2 ( C f

+ n T - y t ) . (55)

Vhen deriving relation (55) we expressed the fret wave
function *<°> through ф ( 0 ) with the help of relation

(O) i ff (-) л ~(0)

* ( W " ̂ JJSi <У,-пт-С,)<«в? • (nrK,?2) -

x d6 S^
}
(i:

2
*nT-y

a
), (56)

used equality (38) and the following analogous equality

iff * (*) I*)

Ms
c
(x-C>d6»S (f-nr-y)—eCf-mOS (x-nr-y). (57)

19



In passing over to the momentum representaion in (56) with

the help of integral transformation (52) and realizing the

Fourier transformation over the variable r, we obtain

ф(пМ
(0)

<пМ

х Т(ПМ

where

(0)
( П М

T(nM
(V ft» «V ЛГ

V

(58)

t-i€
тт)

In the R.H.S. of equality (59) we used the same notations as

in equality (43). The function R is a Fourier-image of the

function R
( 4 )

R(p,p
2
;k

2
Jt

1
)

jx,* ip
2
x

2
-ik,y

1
-ik

2
y

2
).

When deriving relation (58) we take into account the

translation invariance of the function R
( 4
' as well as the

circumstance that the initial wave function ф
( 0 )

 contains the

^-function (see formula (54)).

If now cne defines the function Y" with the help of the

relation

л/ л* л* лг А» Л»

Т(пМ V ( n M

20



nP' - M-i€
(60)

then it can easily be seen that single-time wave function (58)
is a solution of the dynamical equation

In the discrete spectrum from equation (61) one should
obviously go over to a homogeneous equation. As in the case of
the two-fermion system we can show that the function f on the
energy shell is directly connected with the matrix element of
the S-matrix for elastic fermion-antifermion scattering.

- 2ni8(nP-nK)T<n,iiK|p(6fpx6e; i^xJ^X,). (62)

Equality (62) together with representation (58) provide
physical reasonings for introducing the single-time wave
function of the fermion-antifermion system in form (51).

Equation (61) is fully analogous in its structure to dynamic
equation (45) for the single-time wave function of the
two-fermion system. The only difference is that in equations
(45) and (61) we have two different functions V and 9,
describing the interactions of fermion with fermion and fermion
with antifermion, respectively. However it should be noted that
the functions V and V are not completely independent since they
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are determined through the functions R and R which are connected

with each ether via crossing relations (27),(28)

3. SINQLE-TIMB REDUCTIOH OF TW-FERMIOK SYSTEM IH TERMS OP Tffi

GREEK'S PUHCTIOH

In the previous Section we carried out the single-time

reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter wave functions and obtained

three dimensional dynamic equations for the wave function of the

two-fermion system. Since in the quantum field theory one

usually deals with the Green's functions,it will be of undoubt

interest to generalize the developed technique for the Green's

functions. In this Section we present this generalization and

construct the procedure of the single-time reduction right in

the terms of the Green's functions /15,16/. We shall start our

consideration with the R-function or current Green's functions*.

As an initial relation we take equation (19) connecting the

four-point current Green's function with the Bethe-Salpeter

interaction kernel

(4) CO) (4.)

<
X ) K ( ) ( K

*
G
 *

R ) ( X
{

X
2 ^ V >

 ( 6 3 )

where

(0) с С

Sj (Xj-yp, (i=S,2) are single-time causality Green's function of

spinor particles. Remember that the operation * denotes the

convolution of the functions in configuration space and as

usually the convolution over the spinor indices is implied,

iVEVs of the radiation operators reduce with an accuracy up
to quasi local terms to VEVs of the chronological product of
currents /15/, where the name "current Green's functions" comes
from.
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For our purposes it is convenient to go over from equation
(63) to an equivalent relation

R< < V 2 ; y 2 V * U ( x f W i ) + ( U*MR * > <3Cfx2;y2yf), (64)

where the function U is determined from the equation

CO)
1 2 ; y 2 y I 1 2 ; y 2 y , ^ x ^ j y ^ } . (65)

The system of equations (64) and (65) is equivalent to
initial equation (63) with an arbitrary function go. The problem
is to find such function go which would allow one to carry out
the single-time reduction in a self-consistent way. The
self-consistency condition unambiguously determines the function
go-It has the following form

0

' i 2

* S2" )(y2+nT /-y2)|?7[e(t'-ny1)8(f/-ny2)J, (66)

where the function So is determined by projecting the free
two-particle Green's function

iG0(n,T-f/|x1x2;y2y1) « TJJsJ"



(0) /_)
( yi" n f /

(67)

Having calculated the surface integrals in the R.H.S. of
equality (67) we obtain an explicit expression for the function
So

ieo(nlT-t
/|xfxa;yay,)-e(T-f)SI

()(x1*n(T-r')-yf)

(68)

The integration in the R.H.S. of equality (6S) is carried out
over the arbitrary space-like surfaces, the result of
integration being independent of the choice of these surfaces.
Obviously all the integrations in the R.H.S. of equality (66)
for the function go may be performed but we shall not do it
since for our purposes it is more convenient to use the
representation for the function go in form (66)

In equation (64) we shall pass over from the function R(4)

and U to new functions T* and V which will be determined through
the relations

-fl*i<
(R

(4)

(69)

Then from equation (64) we obtain



x d6 d 6
v /

№
2

,

Equation (70) is the required three-dimensional reduced

Bethe-Salpeter equation for four-point current Green's function.

In equation (70) one may pass over to the momentum

representation. For this let us introduce the images of the

functions f, V, Go in the momentum space via formulae

J dt exP(iMf)J|iil(xl|pI61)iI2(x2|p26li)d6x

(n,t|x fx2;yay1)d6 d6 u, (y, |ic1

л л

хV

where ? is any of these three functions §o, ?, ?; F is its image

in the momentum space. The formula of the inverse transformation

has the form

-iy dM exp(-iMt) E JJdj», (?,)*!,(?,

(72)



Using explicit expression (68) for a free two-particle
Green7s function So we shall obtain for its iaage in the
momentum space the following expression

,+ np2-M-i€
a * . <73)

« 2

As a result equation (70) in the momentum space will be
presented in the form

Prom relations (69) and (71) it follows that

Т(пМ|р
1
б

1
р

2
б

2
;к

2
х

2
к

1
Х

1
)-|(2п)

3
п

0
&

3
(Р

м
-К

м
)

26

(74)

(75)



where

p .
 Pl
* p

2
, к - k

f
* k

P " |(P
(
- P

2
>, k - |d

Р
м
« Р-Дп, К,- K-Д'п ,

Д - nP-M, A
7
- nK-M.

R(p;k|K) and U(p;k|K) are Fourier images of the translational

invariant parts of the function R
< 4 )

 and U, respectively. The

R.H.S. of formula (75) exactly coincides with that in equality

(43). Formula (76) with an account of equation (65), which

relates the functions U and K, provides an alternative way for

calculating the function V directly in tens of the function

К - the kernel of the Bethe-Salpeter interaction.

Let us now proceed to the construction of the single-tiM

reduction procedure for the field Green's function (12), which

is determined as a VEV of the chronological product of the field

operators. The two-tiee Green's function for the two-fereion

system will be determined by the covariant projection operation

introduced with formula (67)



ihn,x-x'\x
t
x

u
;y

t
y

t
) - iy

* d6_.,d6..,̂ r Il<3(x'x';y'y')d6 ,d6 ,s; (у'-пт'-у,) *i
 d
4 ? Я

ё (x
*
x
*
; w
>
 d
 v

f

 d

j y ^ y ^ ) , (77)

where the function 6 is determined above by equality (17):

(O) (0) (4) (0)

(XjXjjy^y^ + tQ *R #G ) (x
(
x

s
;y

t
y

t
). (78)

The projection from the first term in the R.H.S. of equality
(78) has already been calculated (see formula (68)). To
calculate the projection from the second term in (78) we shall
use the following relation

p s ^ (x
s
*nt-x'

g
)d6

x/
d6

x/
e

(0)
 (xfxjjyjy,) -

I «'^^Ь'^'РМЩШх'&хУ

Sj"
)
(X'

2
*nf-y

2
)-

d
|

7
[e(f'-ny

1
)e(t'-ny

8
)l, (79)

nyj-t'-nyj
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J
 dr
|t

* <w
y
,<J6

y
,ie

o
(n,r-T'iy;y;;y,y,>. (во)

With the help of relations (79) and (80) and vith account of

definition (69) for the function 1, the projection fro» the

second term in the R.H.S. of equality (78) вау be presented in

the fora

i ((„i-), _ (-)
MM

*Д(в
о
*и

( 4 )
*е

о
)

J d6J d6'|Ji50(n,r-e|x1xI;xixpd6x/d6x/

y a y l ) . (81)

As a result for the tvo-tiie Green's function ve obtain the

fol loving expression

e(n,t-f/|x,xf;yJy1)-5o(n,f-t/|x1xJ;yty I) •

m m

*j d«J d6'JJeo(n,r-e|x1x t;x^)d6x,dexi n

d6
y
,



Ths substitution of equation (70) into the R.H.S. of obtained
relation (82) yields the following equation for the two-time
Green's function

n,6'-r'|yiy£;yeyJ. (83)d«

Using integral transformation (7i) one can easily rewrite
lations (8Z) and (83) in the momentum space. For instance,
stion (83) in the momentum representation has the fora

IV Л# Ы IW

* fcinMip^p^jkjXjkjX,). (84)

Hence relations (8£),(83) provide the solution of the problem
л the single-time reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter formalism in

•:•••••: :f the field Sreen's function. Now the scattering problem

of Vi'o relativistic particles may be formulated in the form

sbv lar to the nonrelativistic theory of potential scattering.

The evolution of a two-particle system from the initial state

£iy*:i by the wave function

J



Is determined by the relation

^ J df'JJfi(n,r-*
/
|x

1
x

t
;xjx{>d*

x/
dS

x/
J

(0>
<nr'|x{xj)

(
 (86)

where the operator п is a relativiitie snalogue of the MO Her

operator in the nonrelativiitie theory of potential nattering

jX^jx^xp. (86)

In foraula (86) we introduced the operation #, which denotes

the integration over ж о м space-like surfaces and the

integration over the evolution parameter as it is explicitly

presented in the R.H.S. of formula (85). The function 8j
!
 has

the fora

- »' (f-TOS,'"
1
 (x^n^-tO-y^S^"' (x

t
*n(r-t')-y

t
) (87)

and satisfies the relation
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0
 #e

o
"

l
)(n

f
t-r

/
|x

|
x

i
;y

1
y

1
) - (e"^J 5

 0
)(.n

f
x-x^x

t
x
g
;y

a
y
t
) -

- «(t-T')S
1

(
"

>
(x

f
-y

1
)S

a

<
"

)
(x

a
-y

1
). (88)

Evolution relation (85) for the single-time wave function has

a three-dimensional form contrary to evolution equation (18) for

the Bethe'-Salpeter wave runctlon, and in this respect it Is

analogous to the evolution equation in the nonrelatlvlstic

scattering theory. However, and what is very important,

evolution equation (85) determines the structure of the
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relativistic two-particle system, since it has been obtained in

the framework of the local quantum field theory and is a

consequence of the most general properties of the relativistic

quantum theory.

4. TRANSITION TO PHYSICAL EQUIVALENT DBSCBIPTIOM OP Т Ж

TtO-FEBflOH SYSTEM

Proceeding from the causality and spectrality properties in

the local quantum field theory it has been shown in rtf./il/

that one can go over from the single-time wave function of the

two-particle system to a physical equivalent single-time wave

function, which is determined in the following way. Let us

divide the function T in the R.H.S. in equality (42),

determining the single-time wave function, into two terms

V* T
f
, (89)

where

T'(nM
Л* fW

«о*

+ R(p-£n; k+l'nllO • R(p*|n; k-f'n

* R(p*fn; k^'nllt,)] u (ICjX^u <ic x ), (90)
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At can oatily booa aooa, Jiviaioa (SS) th« function T Into
two toraa it roalisod with tho holp of th« woll-kaowa forawla

whort P li Ш qpaol of tat priaeipal rilu*. Prom tao
•iaglt-tiM wavo function f wt go ovor to tao wart function *',
which will bo doflaod with tho equation

Г

whoro

x,x
t

I
m t» »t ** M l iw м

m Л. at * •!• V !• \ \ * /akflb \ l> \ \ /в*\

Рог tho waro function •' wo ohrioualy hart tho following
roproaoatatioa

iГ<вм|

» Z
X « X * (f4)

If now оно dotonrtaoa tho function V7 with tho holp of tho
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relation

T ' (nM

* 2

Л* Л# Л» Л*

V'(nM
tV IV

П Р ' - M
(35)

M -• M + i € ,

then it can easily be established that the wave function ф is a

solution of the dynamical equation

( 0 )

* s (nM f 1 2 Я

(96)

In the discrete spectrum from equation (96) there obviously

follows a homogeneous equation for the single-time wave function

for the bound state of two fermions. From explicit expression

(Si) for the function Ti we can easily see that on the energy

shell this function turns into ?ero

T,(nM

and from (SO) it follows that the function T coincides on the

energy shell with physical relativistic invariant amplitude for

elastic scattering of two spinor particles. That is why we aay

say that the wave functions ф and ф' give a physical equivalent

description of the two-fermion system. The single-time wave

function ф' is attractive, since it satisfies the dynamical

34



equation, for which we have a constructive vay of deriving the

function V right in the teras of the basic functions of the

quantum field theory - VEVs of the radiation operators. This

circumstance nay be of particular interest froi the point of

view of studying the exactly-solvable models in the quantum

field theory.

In the language of the Green's function division (89) of the

function T into two terms and transition to the description of

the two-ferraion system with the help of the wave function ф'

means a replacement of two-time Green's function в with the

Green's function G' which is defined by the equality

G'(M) * G(M) - G
f
(M),

where

G
0
(M)T

t
(M)G

0
(M).

It is clear that

G'(M) = 6
0
(M) + G

0
(M)T'(M)G

0
(M).

Taking into consideration relation (95) for the functions T

and v' we obtain an equation for the Green's function

G'(M) = G
0
(M) • G

0
(M)Y'(M)G'(M).

In conclusion to the present Section it should be noted that

the functions V and Y' defined with relations (44) and (95),

respectively, are complex functions depending on the spectral

parameter M. The imaginary (more precisely antihermitian) part

of these functions is connected with inelastic channels in

two-particle interactions. It may be shown that the following

equality holds /ii/:

* H, (97)
on energy-shell

T(M)G
Q
(M))(Y(M) - V(M))(i + G

0
(M)T(M))



(1 • T' (M)S
0
 (М)) (V Of) - V (М)) (1 • Q

o
 (М)Т' (М)) - Н, (9В)

on energy-shell

where the function H determines the contribution of all

inelastic channels to the unitarity condition. Relations (97)

and (98) determine the consistency condition for the dynamical

equations with the requirement for the complete two-particle

unitarity.

CONCLUSION

The single-time technique,proposed in refs./lO,11/ for the

Bethe-Salpeter wave function of the two scalar particle system

has been generalized in this work and applied to the two-fermion

system!. A self-consistent procedure of the single-time

reduction has been constructed both in terms of the

Bethe-Salpeter wave function and of the Green's function. In

other words it means that the single-time reduction of the

Bethe-Salpeter formalism has been realized in a complete font.

The single-time reduction of the Bethe-Salpeter formalism brings

us to a three-dimensional dynamical equation for the single-time

wave function and two-time Green's functions, moreover the

indicated equations having SchrOdinger structure. By this

structure we imply a possibility to present the full Hamiltonian

of the relativistic two-particle system as a sum of the

kinematic term and interaction. It is worth stressing that the

SchrOdinger structure of the dynamic equations arises for our

case as a consequence of the causality structure of the local

quantum field theory.

When deriving the three-dimensional dynamic equations we did

not bare in mind any concrete model of the quantum field theory,

<The problem of deriving three-dimensional dynamic equations
for the two-particle system In QFT has almost thirty year
history, which may be traced e.g., in refs,/16-26/. There шп
also reviews /27-31/ on the subject.
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but used its most general properties, for example, such as the
property of frequency dividing the single-particle causality
Green's functions, orthogonality property and completeness of
the single-particle wave functions. The realization of the
single-time reduction technique in terms of the Green's
functions show that this technique can also be used in the
quantum field theory models, where the single-particle causality
Green's functions may differ from the free ones. Namely this
situation occurs in the investigation of the infrared
singularities in QCD /1/. Another attractive feature of the
formalism considered is its universality, which manifests itself
in the fact, that it can be applied to the system of particles
with an arbitrary tensor structure. In the given formalism
scalar, spinor, vector,etc., particles are treated on equal
grounds.

It is of undoubted interest to calculate the potential for
the interaction of two fermions in traditional quantum field
theory models - QED and QCD. A separate article will be devoted
to the investigation of the structure of the thus obtained
potential. However here we would like to stress once more that
the proposed technique for the single-time reduction provides
strickt and consistent reasoning for the potential models in
elementary particle physics.

In conclusion I express my gratitude to B.A.Arbuzov for his
interest in this work and discussions of the results.
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Appendix

In Appendix we present the list of basic formulae and
relations.

The function u(tf|p6) and v(x|p6), used in the article, are
determined in the following way

, u(x|p6)«flu(x)u(p6>,
P

where

v(x|p6)=fK(x)v<p6), v(x|p6)«fA,(x)v(p6),
P P

-3/2 ~2 2

f«,(x) - (£n) exp(-ipx), p - ш ,
P

(A.2)

u(p6), Y(p6) - are the Dirac bispinors satisfying noraalization

and orthogonality conditions

иЧрб)и(рб') * 2E(p,m)»
6 6 /
 , '

6 6 (A.3)

E(p,m)

u(p$)u(p6') - 2m

v(p6)v(p6')

(A. 4)

и(рб)у(-рб') - 0,

$(p6)u(-pV) * 0,

(A. 5)
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Q, V are bispinors the Dlrac conjugates to u and v. The

orthogonality and normalization relations for the functions

u(x|p6) and v(x|p6) have the form

Jd3x й

d3x vf

fd3x п(х|рб)А<х|1сб') - О,

fd3x v(x|p6)X°u(x|lc6/) • 0,

or in a covariant form

ju(x|p6)d6x u(x|ic6')

« f v(x|p6)d6x v(x|ice/),

(A. 6)

(A. 7)

(A.8)

Ju(x|p6)d6x v(x|1*6') • Jv(x|p6)d6x u(x|ic6') - О, (А.9)

The condition for the completeness of the functions u and v
is presented in the form

2 fd^(p)u(x|p6)u(y|p6) « rV^Cx-y),
б } l

E |djy»(p)v(x|p6)v(y|p6) • rS < + ) (x-y).
6 } l ;

It can easily Ъе seen that the following relations шгь

fulfilled
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S
(
~\x-y)d6 u(y|p6) • iu(x|p6) ,

f п <y|p6)d6 S
(
"

}
(y-x) •

f S
(+)
(x-y)d6 v(y|p6) « iv(x|p6) ,

f - •*
 л

 (+) - -»
I v <y|p6)d6 S (y-x) - iv(x|p6),

J S^'tx-yjde v(y|p6) - f v (y|p6)d6 S^^y-x)»^]

J S (x-y)d6 u<y|p6) - J u (y|p6)d6 S (y-x)«O,J

f S
<
"

)
(x-

f S
<+)
(x-y)d6

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

J S
<2)
(x-y)d6

y
S

(+)
(y-z)

(A.M)

For the single-particle causality Green's function of the

spinor field we use the expression

С 0 0 (-) 0 0 ( + )

S (x-y) = 8(x -y >S (x-y)-B(y -x )S (x-y). (A.16)

From (A.14) and (A.15) there follows that

ie(f-ny)S
(
"

}
(x-y),

f

J
п

f

(+)
 л

 с
S (x-{>d6-S

b
<C-y)

S
C
(x-?)d6

(+)
i6(ny-r)S (x-y),

i9(nx-t)S
(
"

>
(x-y),

(A. 16)



(с.
 л

 ( + ) (+)

! S (x-£)d6 S (C-y) —i6(T-nx)S <х-у)

We shali also present the transformation properties of the

functions u(xjp6) and v(x|p6) respect to the proper

orthochronous Lorentz group

u' W jp'6)*S(A)u(x|p6)-u<x' |p"6- ) ^

* (A. £7)

where A€SL(2.c) is an element of the universal covering group of
the proper orthochronous Lorentz group Lt, X is Wigner rotation

A(A,p) = lp'1 Alp], (A.18)

where [p] denotes the element from the SL(Z.C) group and it is
such that [pjptp]* • p, p4 z p ^ , p = р^б^, p^ - (m,o), 6^ is
the set of the Pauli matrix with the unity one /32/. X is an

element of the SU(2) subgroup of the SL(2.C) group. D
1 / a

 is the

matrix of the finite-dimensional representation of the rotation

group (SU(2) group) with a half integer spin. S(A) is the matrix

of the spinor representation of the SL(2.C) group. In the

representation of the Dirac matrices where the Ys matrix has a

diagonal form У5 = <
0
_()>

 t h e
 matrix S(A) has a block-diagonal

form

S(A) »

Finally, p'.AWp, х
/
*Л(А)х, where A(A) is the Lorentz

transformation matrix.

It may be shown that the single-time wave functions,

introduced in this work, possess the following transformation

properti es



two-feralon system:

ф'(п'т|х{х2) . sf (A)Se(A)i(nr|x|x2),

^ J ^

n' • A(A)n, X{ - A(A)x f,

p;- Л(А)р,, p^« A(A)p2,

A* #V ш.Л Л# A»

Af « [pj] A(p,l, A2 «

feralon-antifennion system:

ф'<п'Т|х{хр - S1(A)J(nt|x1x2) S

_ J

J Alp,},

(A. 13)

(A. 20)
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